MCgowan Paul

From: MCGOWAN Paul
Sent: 07 May 2008 09:21
To: DANBY Philip
Cc: CALDERWOOD Eric
Subject: CONFIDENTIAL: RE: FW: 1.UNCLASSIFIED-All Networks:

Phil,

Your presumption is correct. The decision by Head C2 that Downey is 'not currently wanted' is based on information available at the time of the assessment. If further evidence comes to light the matter would then be reviewed by an appropriate SIO.

Regards
Paul

From: CALDERWOOD Eric
Sent: 07 May 2008 09:07
To: MCGOWAN Paul
Subject: FW: 1.UNCLASSIFIED-All Networks:

Paul

Can you deal with this or what would you like me to do?

Eric Calderwood

From: DANBY Philip
Sent: 07 May 2008 08:58
To: CALDERWOOD Eric
Subject: 1.UNCLASSIFIED-All Networks:

Eric,

I am Phil Danby from the HET. I am dealing with Operation Seffner which concerns the deaths of Thomas and Emily Bullock on Thursday 21st September 1972. I am just trying to clarify the information you have put on 7/6/07 concerning a John Anthony Downey. Where you say "Not currently wanted by PSNI unless a new, appropriate alert is created by an investigating officer".
I presume this means when any other evidence becomes available. Could you please confirm.

07/05/2008